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1. The first day 
of the rest 

of their lives … 
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Light at the end of the tunnel 

in Graham’s left inner ear

What seemed like an endless past played in his mind as he 

tried to determine whether he was a good enough man. A 

clutter of memories like a rainbow of marbles rolling on 

cement. Spilled suitcases on the floor, crumpled clothes 

from six decades and warped-bristled toothbrushes. 

Collages of photos snipped of any superfluous space  – 

some only close-ups of eyes. He decided it was the 

persistent memories  – both the good and the bad, at 

times complete with sensory detail and crisply recorded 

dialogue – that must have been the pivotal moments in his 

life. ‘The grandness of it all,’ he said to himself, staring at 

the full moon’s suggestion on his ceiling. ‘The pithiness,’ 

he mumbled, then tried to close his eyes. 

It’s not as if he was dying or even contemplating 

suicide, it’s just that the illness was making him think 
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about his mortality. Clearly he was at a crossroads and 

about to choose acceptance (acceptance does that for 

people: allows them to think deeper). So perhaps it was 

accepting life in an unsuitable way that made him think 

about death. Could he have been a better man? Certainly 

he had been the best that he could be but was that good 

enough? Good enough for whom? Was he the best judge 

of ‘good enough’? Who the hell is the best judge of ‘good 

enough’? 

Did his children like him? Not love him; like him. His 

eyes sprang open as if desperate to see. But why had he 

never thought of asking the question before? Images of 

Luna and Ginsberg when they were small, something like 

six and four, worked their way to Velma, their mother. 

Could he have saved his marriage? Should he have got 

married in the first place? The six years he was with 

Velma were the most passionate years of his life. They 

were obsessive, full of lust and anger, full of life. Velma, 

she had to have been his destiny if only for a short time. 

She was a comet that he hadn’t seen coming and she left 

an enormous imprint, charred black and still smoking. 

And a girl, and a boy who had his chin. 

These questions, these revisitings of old wounds and 

happy days, these wide-eyed, early-hours reflections had 

made him uneasy the past four nights. He had lain in 

his bed, dizzy and exhausted from the Meniere’s disease, 
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contemplating death, reflecting on life, and he was 

fidgety, anxious, morbidly alert, gripped by the prospect 

of his next task. It was so obvious: he had to write his 

own obituary. 

If there was one thing he’d been sure about in his life 

it was that he could write a damn good obituary. For 

twenty-five years he’d worked as a biographer and, when 

that had finally run its course, he joined what could be 

considered the who’s who of Australian obituarists. It is a 

rare skill indeed to not only render the facts of a person’s 

life in a matter of so many columns, but to capture the 

essence of that person for the reader; and, while he found 

it challenging, he was confident in his ability. The research 

rarely failed to inspire him too. Occasionally, it haunted 

him. Delving into someone’s past, someone who had 

slipped or maybe been thrown to the Other Side (or, even 

more bizarre, someone who hadn’t even died yet), could 

feel intrusive. The whole process was very personal and 

sometimes Graham got shivers. It was only now, as the 

clock chimed two thirty and stressed the silence of the rest 

of the house, mocking the vigilance of this man most often 

described by friends and colleagues as ‘laid back’ and ‘in 

control’, it was only now that he realised that this would 

be the most difficult piece of writing he had ever done. 

The more he thought about it, the more rational he 

became about his declining quality of life. He reasoned 
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with himself that writing the synopsis of Mr Graham 

Smith in fewer than eight hundred words would be just 

what the doctor had ordered (if his doctor had stopped 

consulting books and stats and instead consulted him). It 

would be cathartic. It would devour his time and reignite 

a fever in him that hadn’t been felt since the illness hit 

five months before. It would give him a new perspective 

on his life. Give him a new perspective on life in general. 

Perhaps it would help him live with the disease rather 

than fight so hard to deny its existence. He wanted to 

throw the covers off and jump out of bed that instant, fire 

up his computer and fill the blank screen with the tap tap 

of tapped-out letters defining his enormous life. Would 

he prove its significance in a single column or would 

he allow himself a two-page spread? Was he worth the 

extra space? Was his life significant enough? But he had 

to sleep. He knew if he let himself get run down, it was 

highly likely he’d have a full-blown attack. 

The wedding was in five days (or four, depending 

on your concept of morning and night). He was sure he 

could get it done before then. And that was motivation 

too. Perhaps this scrutiny of the self would give him the 

confidence to face his children, Velma and his brother, 

none of whom knew about his illness. Because he’d have 

to tell them. He couldn’t hide something so consuming. 

Unless they were consumed with themselves, of course, 
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which seemed natural given the circumstances  – Luna 

and her wedding; Ginsberg and that young wife of his; 

Velma, always so self-absorbed, part of her charm; and 

Darren, good old Smitty and his hermit-like subsistence. 

I’ll tell Smitty first.

That night Graham Smith came to the decision to 

begin writing his obituary directly after a good night’s 

sleep and a breakfast of egg and Vegemite on sourdough 

rye. He’d top it with mushrooms, onion and chopped 

garlic sautéed in Worcester sauce, crumbled feta from the 

market and sprigs of parsley from his own garden. And for 

the first time in five months, he didn’t fall asleep to the 

sound of the whooshing in his left ear; he fell asleep to the 

ticking of his brain.
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And together they 

shower away her fears

Luna watched Mark as he slept. But it wasn’t one of those 

gazes of amazement because she’d finally found her one 

true love; in fact it was not even a gaze at all. It was a 

quizzical look, because she could not make heads or tails 

of the man who’d been sharing her bed for seven hundred 

and fifty days. An anniversary of sorts and, truth be told, 

Luna knew it. The morning after their first night together, 

as she’d watched him sleeping, gazing in amazement, she 

wrote herself a note – He’s the one – and she dated it, drew 

a little tiny heart. She’d placed it in a bright round box 

she had bought in Peru, which sat on top of her dressing 

table.

And so began the falling in love. The fluttering 

obsession with two lips melting together, two bodies 

morphing into one. The intrigue of it all. Learning about 
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Mark had been intoxicating: his family, his memories, the 

big, the small, the quirky, the dirty, the hilarious. Then the 

planning. The amalgamating of the CD collection. The 

travels, the fights, the expectations and disappointments, 

the tolerance, the dreams, the proposal and the ring. Now 

here she was, watching him sleep, asking: Who are you?

It was early. The alarm wasn’t due to sound for another 

thirty-four minutes so Luna moved softly, careful not to 

wake Mark. She wanted some time to herself, to look at 

that piece of paper. 

The page had softened over time. She thought about 

time, looked at Mark. He was forty-nine now and she 

was thirty-seven – in eleven years he would be sixty and 

she would still be in her forties. Was that significant? Did 

thinking about her age in relation to his highlight her 

everlasting youth? But wasn’t she getting old? Wasn’t she 

old and this was it, all or nothing, the wedding, the babies, 

the years until death (and surely he would die first)? Had 

he suddenly aged before her eyes?

He’s the one. 

When she wrote it she’d only known him for ten 

hours. It was an intuitive moment and an impulsive action 

because she liked the way he made her feel: passionate, 

intelligent, sexy, worthy, normal, extraordinary, tingly. 

She’d felt safe next to him, watching him sleep. Now, 

again in her bed, this time not aflutter with an unfamiliar 
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heat, but rather with a quiet panic, Luna wondered if she 

had written her destiny in haste. 

The wedding was happening. In four days she would 

be his wife. Whose wife? she thought. 

Her parents had split when she was only little. Surely 

they’d thought they had a chance. Of course they got 

married because they had thought they could do it as well 

as any two people could. So what happened? 

She thought about calling her dad, seven minutes to 

six am. She rarely rang him, and certainly not for life-

changing or -affirming advice, but this time she thought 

she could ask him how things had got so bad between her 

mother and him. Was it because they hadn’t known each 

other well enough to make an informed, bias-free decision? 

Was it because people grow and they grow individually and 

eventually they grow apart? Was it having children together? 

He would never tell her if it was. His life was private. Luna 

momentarily envied her father his right to privacy. She 

hadn’t yet earned the right to demand to be alone. She had 

to pay her dues first. Is that what partnering entailed? Hard 

yards and morning dishes and craving momentary solitude? 

Was she getting completely ahead of herself?

She thought about picking up the phone and speed-

dialling her mother’s number, waking her, asking her what 

had gone wrong? How could she walk out on a marriage? 

But she couldn’t ring. It would be emotional – because it 
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always was with Velma – and her life was already hectic 

enough. Things weren’t totally sorted with the wedding. 

They were, actually, but Luna felt that something was 

amiss. Something had been forgotten or was out of place 

or was probably set to explode. 

She folded her paper back into fours and placed it in 

the Peruvian box then grabbed the writing pad and felt-

tipped pen from her bedside table drawer and she began 

once again:

• licence

• celebrant

• dress

• flowers

• music

• bridesmaid

– dress

– gift

– etc?

• seating

• food

• bar

• punch

• cake

• Wild Horses

• the honeymoon suite
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At ten past six, the alarm sounded. Mark had been 

dreaming about climbing trees, jumping from them, 

landing on his feet and then moving on to the next; 

anxiety was not a major issue, if it was an issue at all. He 

opened his eyes. His bottom lip was drooping and askew. 

His arms were spread in different directions. He looked 

frankly at his bride-to-be, smiled crookedly, drowsily, 

happily, said, ‘Hello, darlin’,’ in a sleepy-sounding Big 

Bopper way.

Shit, he’s such a morning person. And it wasn’t annoying 

because she wasn’t; it was annoying because she was. They 

would have to have breakfast together because they’d 

both be up, every day of their lives. They’d chat and plan 

shared free time before kissing each other goodbye. What 

if she wanted some Luna-time in her mornings? Wasn’t 

a full-time working mum allowed at least that? God she 

wanted to get pregnant. 

‘Shower?’ he asked.

‘Sure,’ she said, as if it had already become routine and 

lost the excitement and thrill. But wait, stop, it was routine. 

They showered together at least three days out of the 

week. Luna suddenly realised that the drama queen who 

entirely possessed her mother, the same one she, Luna, had 

tried to suppress her entire life and (she was certain) been 

utterly successful at doing so, was trying to come out. It 

was peeking its little crown out from under Luna’s hair, 
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ready to take over. Get back, she subconsciously thought, 

then thoroughly affirmed that having a shower together 

isn’t about sex. It’s about getting clean; starting your day, 

and with that confirmation strong in her mind and her 

morning’s anxiety pushed out of her way, washing down 

the drain with Mark’s morning urine, she kissed him hard 

and turned that goddamn shower into sex. She’d decided 

she knew him and she loved him so she blew him and 

loved him that little bit more. Mrs Luna Highland. And she 

smiled, feeling herself quiver as Mark reached his peak. 
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Always bloody Velma

For days there had been clouds. Piles of them for miles, 

varying in shades of white and grey. They surrounded 

his domestic space and he felt that somehow he had a 

handle on them for the very first time in his magnificent 

existence. Did it matter that he’d just smoked a joint? 

Can’t a man connect with nature without the assumption 

it’s just the drugs? 

Drugs made him feel less dizzy. Perhaps because they 

made normal people feel a little bit dizzy. So if he was a 

little bit dizzy to begin with, then smoking a joint made 

him feel like a normal person who was a little bit dizzy 

because he was high, not because he had Meniere’s disease. 

So on this day, bathrobe tied tightly round his skin-

and-flab stomach, little or no sleep having the counter-

intuitive effect of stimulation to the nerves, the clouds 

made sense to him. The sound in his ear was hurrying 
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fast but as he looked at the promise of a long and steady 

downpour, he imagined that the sound belonged to the 

skies, not to his ear. The muffle was the clouds soaking 

in the roar; the rush was the clouds’ containment of the 

water. The dizziness was the sheer enormity of focusing 

on the assurance of rain. 

The garden drooped and the rainwater tank 

whimpered, fearful of its nearing emptiness. The month 

of heat had been oppressive; his brittle grass could tell 

you as much. He had dripped sweat on the upholstery of 

his fairly new couch and had sworn because, these days, 

the most inconsequential things made him swear. He had 

discoloured the armpits of some of his shirts and, rather 

than spritzing them with stain remover and washing 

them in cold, he had simply thrown them away. He had 

taken to going without jocks and realised it was about 

bloody time. Finally, three weeks into autumn and still 

with thirty-plus temperatures, in came the clouds. Loud 

sounded the angels of global-warming reprieve. Clear was 

his mind for this momentous morning. He had promised 

himself that he would not cry. 

Throughout this journey, he promised himself he 

would not cry. And what but nature in all of its long-

awaited glory makes a man fearful he’ll spill forth salt-

seasoned tears onto his dry and cracked and age-old skin? 

Don’t even think it was the drugs.
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The smell was stale but the wind carried with it a 

faintly ubiquitous eucalyptus green so it made him want 

to breathe in deeply. And that is why he was standing in 

his backyard at seven thirty in the morning. He wanted to 

breathe. Writing his obituary wouldn’t be easy. He could 

not just sit down and type away, taking breaks only for 

his savoured morning coffee and possible top-up puffs 

from his pipe. He could not begin at the place of his birth 

and end in a far-too-big four-bedroom cottage sixty-two 

years later. He needed to soak something in and he wasn’t 

quite sure how it would feel floating around in his blood. 

He only knew he needed to breathe. 

Graham Smith sat down to write. The stream of steam 

from his coffee mug was like his personal secretary: 

‘Hello, Mr Smith, is there something I can dictate for 

you?’ He wrote this dialogue, or rather it wrote itself, as 

the bitter taste dog-paddled down his throat and waited 

its turn in his bladder:

Him: Your eyes are like the plumpest cut of lamb, 

roasting so slowly in the oven, and I cannot turn off the 

oven light because I want to watch you cook.

Her: Your eyes are like green fire. Like something 

from a B-grade movie. They’re dangerous. They make 

me want to die.
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Him: Your lips are like two jelly babies placed on top 

of white icing, only I cannot finish decorating my cake. I 

must eat the jelly babies.

Her: Your lips are sugarcoated as well, only I am a 

diabetic.

He stopped typing and took a drink, one that made 

him cough. One that made the heat and the smell come 

out of his nose. It was crap. Every word. This was not 

supposed to be about her. It was supposed to be about 

him. But could he write about himself without writing 

about Velma? He laughed to himself through his nose, 

at the same time clearing it of any residual coffee stings, 

and said to the impatient cursor on his computer, ‘Could I 

write about Velma without writing about food?’

He decided to go with it, crap and all.

Something about the flow of her scarves seemed planned 

in a thrown-together way. Tailored in tatters, layered in 

the sheerness of what-you-will; garments from yesterday, 

crumpled-in-drawers or draped-over-hat-racks … She 

was highly visual and shared a secret language with 

our hallway mirror; it must have told her things I could 

not. As I was telling her that her eyes were like lamb 

roasting in an oven, she probably heard the mirror 

whisper ‘gold’.
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He had a vision of his gold wedding band, which for 

years had rested in a small jade dish atop the second shelf 

of his three-shelf bedside table. Why was he still hanging 

onto it? Could he ever let it go and still consider himself 

an emotional man? Maybe he needed it by his side. A 

talisman. 

The morning wasn’t going well. He suddenly needed 

to throw up. Then it passed. He drank his coffee, letting it 

do its thing, believing it grounded him in some irrational 

way. He hadn’t got involved in the cuppa-culture until the 

children had moved out with Velma. Coffee had become 

more about me-time than caffeine-time, yet these days it 

seemed to be about survival. He looked at what he had 

written. He needed a top-up puff. 
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The train station lonely 

with purple paint and a man 

nearing serious crisis

How far must one man go to distance himself from the 

world? It mustn’t be a question of geography because 

then Darren would be at a lookout station atop a snowy 

mountain somewhere in the Nordic regions. Instead he 

was sitting on, unbeknownst to him, wet purple paint at 

the Port Adelaide train station, awaiting his ride to Largs 

Bay. His plan was to walk the shore on the first rainy day 

in months.

In his left hand Darren held a hardbound copy of A 

Confederacy of Dunces. He had found it at a second-hand 

bookshop in Alberton, and was unaware of how the novel 

would change his life. 

He had chosen the book because it was orange. He had 

felt the shop owner’s eyes upon him and grabbed the first 
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book that visually grabbed him. She was a middle-aged 

woman, frumpy, with that long, straight, parted-down-

the-middle hair from the seventies, and she’d collected so 

many books she even had shelves on the verandah facing 

Port Road. It was presumably her house as well as her 

shop. He assumed that, much like him, she had very little 

life beyond her books. Darren visited her store once a 

week, on varying days, and pretended not to notice her 

noticing him. 

What does she want? I’m going to buy a book; she knows 

that. I always do. What does she want?

Darren had considered his options. He could buy 

a book and go about his business, assuming she always 

watched him because he was grotesque and inappropriate, 

or he could talk to her because maybe, maybe, she found 

him intriguing. But would that then entail an awkward 

silence? Would he have to ask her on a date because he 

wouldn’t know what to do with that silence? Weren’t 

dates reserved for boys and girls who enjoyed cheap beer 

and cheaper sex? He was too old for both. He liked his 

beer brewed in his home and his sex … well, he was just 

too old. 

The man at the Port Adelaide train station who sat 

next to Darren smelled of cigarettes and mould. Most 

probably he had Tourette’s syndrome. Kept spitting out 

‘bitch’ and ‘cat woman’ and ‘OKOKOK’. He must’ve been 
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in his seventies and had probably come to terms with the 

fact that he scared people. Darren was sixty-five and had 

definitely come to terms with it. 

It was clear to him that people feared the morbidly 

obese, and none more so than the morbidly obese person 

who looked at himself in the mirror. For that reason 

Darren had always avoided full-length mirrors. Other 

things he avoided: swim trunks, aeroplanes, sniffy dogs 

out for walks, early mornings, late nights, parks, pubs, 

compact cars, crowds, heat and people. What he liked 

were books, quick dinners that entailed programming his 

microwave or calling up a delivery person, brewing the 

perfect beer, his unadorned flat, words, the sound of cars 

and buses driving past. Somehow traffic noise made him 

feel he had that distance from the rest of the world. People 

were busy with their lives. And in his own unique way, 

so was he. 

When the train stopped in front of him and Darren 

stood to board, his pants peeled themselves reluctantly off 

the bench. When he looked back to see what the problem 

was, a huge bum-shaped imprint with rippled patterns 

greeted him. 

‘Inspired,’ he said. 

The man looked at the imprint then at Darren’s pants 

and said, ‘You win some, you lose some,’ and gave a 

quarter-toothless chuckle. 
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Darren kept repeating in his head, you win some, you 

lose some … you win some, you lose some, imagining what 

it would be like with Tourette’s syndrome. Once he was 

seated on the train, one single seat to himself (always happy 

his girth denied him seating companions), he decided to 

say it out loud – ‘You win some, you lose some’  – just 

to see people’s reactions. The younger under-forties had 

earphones or mobiles and so ignored him, while the older 

ones simply stared out the window. Didn’t they hear me? 

Normally Darren feared any sort of reaction, preferring 

anonymity, but this time the oblivion angered him. He 

felt supreme indignation and thought of Ignatius, the hero 

of the book he was reading. Four pages into the book and 

it was clear that everyone around Ignatius was ignorant. 

‘You win some, you lose some,’ he said to himself. And 

that was that. 

The beach was deserted. The sky was thick grey and the 

ocean reflected it so well it was hard to tell where the 

horizon formed its perfect straight line. Darren trudged 

through the soft sand, knowing this was an opportunity 

to give his body some exercise. But when he had walked 

about a hundred metres and the rain had started in with 

solid thin sheets driven by fresh wind from the south, 

he turned back and walked to the jetty. ‘Bugger this 

apocalyptic crap,’ he said to himself, cumbersomely sat 
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where he would be dry under the jetty and opened A 

Confederacy of Dunces. As the rain settled in to ease the 

drought and the wind drifted off, Darren read on. And as 

the rain stalled and the seagulls squawked and his stomach 

began to grumble for the hot chips the seagulls wanted 

too, Darren read on and on. And as the rain began again, 

laughing because it had won, it had beat out the cynics 

who had been caught out saying ‘I told you it wouldn’t 

last’, Darren read on and on and on. It was only when the 

rain had stopped for the second time in two and three-

quarter hours that he decided to appease his stomach and 

head for home with a greasy parcel of chips and a greasier 

bag of two fried fish. 

He thought of Ignatius during his walk to the train and 

on the train ride home. He thought of Ignatius during his 

walk from the station to his own front door. Once home, 

he sat in his father’s old reclining chair and ate his fish and 

chips, thinking about Ignatius J Reilly.
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